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About This Game

Inspired by classics of the genre, Vengeful Rites is an adventure RPG designed exclusively for Virtual Reality. The world is
being overrun by goblins and monsters and it falls to you to defend the realm of men against their invasion. You've got

everything you need to accomplish your task. Your journey awaits...

Explore every inch of a fantasy world steeped in mystery and danger while fighting against clever, nimble and sometimes
colossal enemies that refuse to go down easily. Solve riddles and puzzles meant to bar your path or protect ancient treasures.

Wield powerful magic with an intuitive on-the-fly casting system that gives you full control without having to navigate
convoluted menus or interfaces. Customize your gear and play style with meteor shards and perks.

Main Features Include:

 A story of vengeance that will lead you on an epic adventure across multiple landscapes!

 Difficult melee combat where enemies react quickly and seek to catch you off-guard!

 An intuitive magic system with unlockable spells that puts the power directly in your hands!

 A perk system that allows you to customize your play style by focusing on melee, sorcery, archery or a mix of all three!
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 A weapon enchanting system that uses meteor shards to further customize your playstyle!

 Puzzles and riddles intended to bar your progress or hide powerful treasures!

 Epic boss fights!

 Locales that require walking, climbing and magic to traverse!

 Hidden treasures that only the most thorough of adventurers will discover!

 Sword crafting from found recipes!

 Speech recognition for immersive NPC interactions!

Available for Arcades on SpringboardVR
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Title: Vengeful Rites
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, RPG, Early Access
Developer:
Deep Dive Interactive LLC
Publisher:
Deep Dive Interactive LLC
Release Date: 9 Nov, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1, or Windows 10

Processor: Intel® i5-4590 or equivalent

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce® GTX 980 or equivalent

Storage: 2 GB available space

English
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vengeful rites vr. vengeful rites. vengeful rites review. vengeful rites walkthrough. vengeful rites steam

This game is game nice game, would play game more times for more fun game.. I was highly upset to find that the TITLE music
is not part of the soundtrack! Main reason for buying said OST. I am finding that maybe more than just the Title Screen\/Select
Screens tracks are missing. If you're going to sell an OST you should include ALL the games tracks. The songs included in this
17 track OST are indeed very nice, but that's not the point i'm trying to make here.

This review used to be a Negative one. If you're wanting the opening\/title screen music you have to use this link
https:\/\/agatesimfonia.bandcamp.com\/album\/howl-of-the-ravager-mini-soundtrack-album

It's pay what you want, and should have the three(3) missing tracks. I went ahead and supported this mini-OST bundle also.
Love the music, just a bit annoyed at having to buy two seperate OSTs.. They came back from the dead and are now fixing the
game.. Boring, small "world". I loved it 10\/10 great graphic the lore is great. Buggy mess. You'll have the feel that you're
playing an alpha the whole game.
Not even worth it for the nostalgia value. Keep away from it.. Barely recommend- for like $5. No plot, just some neat visuals
and puzzles. Puzzles are weird and stupid sometimes, puzzles are a hard thing to balance between too easy and too hard, and
straight up ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t. It's oaky.
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The game is fun and challenging without being frustrating. I recommend it. There is nothing that I disliked.. If this would be
free to play, it would still be overpriced.. The voice acting is totally cringy. Item combinations are sometimes so vague and far
fetched it required resorting to external resources to figure it out. And I couldn't find myself caring for the story much either. A
shame because other Daedalic point and click games have been excellent.. I'm playing this on a brand-new Dell XPS15 with
16GB ram , and the game still crashes regularly. Some of the hidden object scenes are... weird. I play games like this one a lot,
but this one may be the most confusing I've encountered. I'm not sure if I want to recommend it. Since I have to give it a thumbs
up or down though I'll still give it a yes, hoping the crashes will get fixed.. This game gave me the power to defeat my greatest
enemies 10\/10

1000+ Achivements soon! +Pause button.:
There will be very fancy and cute achivements. Hope you will like it.
Also i am looking to make a pause button.
I am glad that there is a lot of players who have nostalgia feelings about this game also. But the empty feeling is too hard inside,
and im thinking to add some music on background.

Example of achivements: https://imgur.com/a/kliXQ

What do you guys think?
. 4 THOUSAND ACHIEVEMENTS. +FIX:
First achievement fixed. Also i did add a lot of fancy achievements. Thank you for you being active in discussion!. Ctrl CV
Spattle Cats Snake Classic Fully rework in 1 week.:
I will change the game engine + will try to make it look more smooth.
Any thoughts, should i do this?. Achievements added! Pause button added!:
Thank you for your reviews. I fixed few bugs, and added pause buttons and achievements. Thank you for your support!
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